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Surrounding rock pressure is a crucial parameter in tunnel engineering design,

and its calculation is a classic challenge. The surrounding rock pressure is

influenced by geostress, but existing calculation methods often do not take

into account the effect of geostress. In this paper, finite discrete element method

(FDEM) is used to study the design values of tunnel surrounding rock pressure

under different geostress fields. Firstly, a set of calibration methods for input

parameters of FDEM is summarized based on previous studies. Then, taking a

high-speed railway tunnel in IV-level surrounding rock as an example, the

excavation-induced failure process of the tunnel under the influence of gravity

stress field and geostress field is simulated using the FDEM. By comparing the

results with those of the finite element method simulation, the rationality of

applying FDEM to the simulation of tunnel excavation is demonstrated. Next, a

calculation method of surrounding rock pressure design value based on FDEM is

proposed by introducing tunnel displacement criterion, and its validity is verified

by comparing with the results of the theoretical formula. Finally, the surrounding

rock pressure design values under different geostress are analyzed by using this

calculation method. The results show that there are significant differences

between the gravity stress field and the geostress field in the maximum

principal stress distribution, failure zone form and crack distribution. The

geostress directly influences the design value of surrounding rock pressure. As

the geostress varies from 4MPa to 12MPa, the corresponding design value

increases from 49KPa to 1,288KPa, illustrating a quadratic relationship between

them. With the corresponding design support force, the displacement of the

surrounding rock is controlled within a reasonable range, ensuring the stability of

the tunnel is maintained.
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1 Introduction

The surrounding rock pressure is the foundation of tunnel

design, construction and operation, and it is also the main factor

affecting project costs (Ding et al., 2022; Keawsawasvong et al.,

2022). The study of surrounding rock pressure has always been an

important research subject in tunnel engineering and one of the

most concerned problems in the engineering. However, due to the

complexity of geological conditions, variations in construction

methods, differing supporting parameters, and spatio-temporal

effects, accurately determining the surrounding rock pressure is

challenging (Wu et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2022; Liu

et al., 2023).

Various methods for calculating surrounding rock pressure are

commonly used in practice. For example, (1) Q system and RMR

system based on surrounding rock classification system

comprehensively consider a variety of factors affecting

surrounding rock pressure, and are mostly suitable for deep

buried rock tunnels, but these methods have strong subjectivity in

the value of calculation parameters (Lee et al., 2018). (2) Code for

Design of Railway Tunnel (TB10003-2016) provides a formula for

calculating surrounding rock pressure of deep-buried tunnels based

on landslide statistics. However, this method does not consider the

influence of burial depth. (3) The theoretical calculation methods of

surrounding rock pressure based on circular tunnel, such as Caquot

formula, Fenner formula (Cai, 2002) and Kastner formula (Cheng,

2012), etc., are mostly based on the research of deep buried circular

tunnel, without considering the influence of surface load and

boundary. In summary, most of the existing calculation methods

of surrounding rock pressure have their limitations, and a universal

method is needed.

Numerical simulation is a widely used research method in rock

mechanics, which includes continuous and discontinuous methods.

Many scholars have applied these two methods to study

surrounding rock pressure and obtained fruitful results. For

instance, the distribution law of surrounding rock pressure under

different tunnel sections and different geological environments is

studied by continuous method (Zhang et al., 2020; Ding et al., 2021;

Qiu et al., 2022). The discontinuous method is used to investigate

the influence of discontinuous conditions such as joints and faults

on the surrounding rock pressure distribution, and some useful

conclusions are obtained (Sun et al., 2018; Xue et al., 2019; Lee et al.,

2021). However, the continuity requirement of the deformation

equation limits the capability of the continuous method to deal with

discontinuous materials such as rocks. Moreover, the discontinuous

method has low calculation efficiency and high cost when analyzing

actual projects (Liu et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020). To overcome these

limitations, scholar Munjiza proposed the finite discrete element

method (FDEM), which combines the advantages of both methods

and has shown promising results in simulating the crack initiation

and propagation of rock-like brittle materials (Munjiza et al., 1995;

Munjiza et al., 1999; Munjiza, 2004). The correctness and

effectiveness of FDEM have been confirmed through laboratory

and engineering scale simulations. FDEM has been widely applied

in various fields including tunnel excavation (Lisjak et al., 2014;
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Lisjak et al., 2015a) and support (Lisjak et al., 2015b), surrounding

rock reinforcement (Liu et al., 2019), slope stability analysis (Zhong

et al., 2022), hydraulic fracturing (Yan and Zheng, 2017a; Yan and

Zheng, 2017b), rock fracture acoustic emission (Lisjak et al., 2013;

Zhao et al., 2015), complex rock block modeling (Yan et al., 2015),

uniaxial compression (An et al., 2022), triaxial compression (Song

et al., 2022), Brazilian splitting (Zhang et al., 2021), direct shear test

(Min et al., 2020), rock thermal failure (Yan and Zheng, 2017c) and

blasting failure (Trivino and Mohanty, 2015). However, the

application of FDEM in studying surrounding rock pressure is

still limited.

Geostress is the original force existing in the rock mass in

nature, and also the fundamental force leading to the deformation

and failure of underground engineering, which determines the basic

mechanical properties of geotechnical mass (Zhang et al., 2018). It is

necessary to analyze the stress state of surrounding rock and its

influence on the stability of surrounding rock. At the same time, the

study of the influence law of geostress on tunnel surrounding rock

pressure can provide reference for improving the tunnel support

method and analyzing the mechanism of surrounding rock

pressure. FDEM has been utilized to investigate the internal force

distribution and failure of the surrounding rock after tunnel

excavation under different stress states (Han et al., 2021; Deng

et al., 2022). However, there are few researchers who have used

FDEM to conduct research on the influence of geostress on the

surrounding rock pressure design value.

Therefore, based on the FDEM, this paper puts forward the idea

of using the surrounding rock pressure design value as the design

supporting force to solve the problem that the actual surrounding

rock pressure is difficult to determine. Based on the correct

calibration of the calculation parameters of FDEM, the excavation

failure process of high-speed railway tunnel in IV-level surrounding

rock is simulated under the gravity stress field and geostress field.

And a method for calculating the surrounding rock pressure design

value based on FDEM is proposed by introducing the tunnel

displacement criterion, and its validity is verified. Finally, this

method is used to analyze the surrounding rock pressure design

value under different geostress. This study can provide theoretical

basis for the design and construction of tunnel engineering.
2 The fundamentals of FDEM

FDEM discretizes the material into triangular elements of

constant strain and incorporates 0-thickness quadrilateral joint

elements as bonding agents along the common sides of adjacent

triangles (Figure 1). Assuming that the triangular element is always

in an elastic strain state without fracture, deformation stress is

calculated via the generalized Hooke’s law. Plastic deformation and

fracture of the material are determined by the tensile and shear

displacements of the joint element. Upon reaching the

corresponding limit values, the joint element fails and generates a

micro-crack, while the triangular elements on both sides of the joint

element transition from a bonding to a contact state. The principle

of FDEM is as follows (Munjiza, 2004).
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2.1 Dynamical equation of FDEM

The dynamic equation of FDEM is solved by applying Newton’s

second law, and the equation for the nodes is solved using the Euler

method:

M€x + C _x = F(x) (1)

where, M is the mass matrix of all element nodes in the system.

F(x) represents the unbalanced force vector of nodes. The damping

matrix C is introduced in order to consume the kinetic energy of the

system. According to Formula (1), coordinates and velocities of

nodes of triangular elements in each time step are calculated by

central difference method, and the formula is as follows:

v(t+Dt)i = vti +oF(t)
i

Dt
mn

(2)

x(t+Dt)i = x(t)i + v(t)i Dt (3)

where, F(t)
i represents the total node force, Dt is the time step,

and mn is the mass of the node, which is one third of the mass of

the element.
2.2 Contact stress of triangular element

Under external loading, contact between triangular elements

will occur, resulting in the generation of contact forces. FDEM

utilizes a contact force calculation method based on potential,

which facilitates the treatment of point-to-point contact

problems. The contact stress of the triangle is influenced by both

the contact penalty value and the area and shape of the triangles in

contact, as illustrated in Figure 2. The formula for calculating

contact stress using this method is as follows:

fc = Pn ∮
Gbt∩bc

nG (jc − jt)dG (4)
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where Pn denotes the normal contact penalty value, Gbt∩bc
represents the boundary of the overlapping region between active

element bc and passive element bt , while jc and jt respectively

represent the potential of the two elements. Additionally, nG
represents the outer normal vector of the overlapping region boundary.
2.3 Stress of triangular element

In FDEM, the strain and stress of the triangular elements are

computed using the finite element method. As the triangular

constant strain element is employed, stresses within the element

remain uniform. Once the stress T of the deformed triangular

element is calculated, the equivalent nodal force vector resulting

from the element deformation on each side of the triangular

element can be determined using the following formula:

fn =
1
2
Tnl =

1
2

sxx sxy

syx syy

 !
nx

ny

 !
l (5)

where n is the outer normal unit vector of the edge of the triangular

element, l is the side length of the edge of the element, and 1/2means to

distribute the force equally between the two nodes of the edge.
2.4 Stress of joint element

The quadrilateral joint element is capable of withstanding

compressive, tensile, and shear stresses. When the joint is

subjected to stretching, compression, or sliding, normal and

tangential stresses will arise in the joint element. The stress value

is solely dependent on the relative tensile distance o, slip distance s,
FIGURE 2

Contact between active element and passive element. Capital letters
indicate different contact relationships.
FIGURE 1

Meshing principle of FDEM.
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joint penalty value Pf , tensile strength ft , and shear strength fs, as

depicted in Figure 3. The specific calculation formula is as follows:

(1) In the unyielding state:

s =
o
op

ft , o < op (6)

t =
sj j
sp

fs, sj j < sp (7)

where, s is the normal stress; t is shear stress; op and sp are joint
tensile and slip amounts at peak stress respectively, specifically, op =

hft=Pf , sp = hfs=Pf , and h is the minimum size of the element.

(2) In the yield state:

s = f (D)ft , o > op (8)

t = f (D)fs, sj j > sp (9)

in the formula, D is the loss factor and f (D) is the softening

coefficient of the material. The relevant value and calculation

method are relatively complex, and the specific content can be

found in the relevant literature (Yan and Zheng, 2017a).

3 The numerical model

3.1 Engineering context

Wufeng Tunnel is a high-speed railway tunnel with a designed

speed of 350km per hour. The length of the left line of the tunnel is
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 04
15471m, and the tunnel body mainly passes through Silurian shale

and silty sandstone (Figure 4). And the surrounding rock of the left

line of the tunnel is mainly IV-level. The lithology of the stratum in

which the tunnel is situated is intricate and varied. The tectogenesis

of the stratum is also evidently dynamic, while the engineering

geological conditions are relatively complex. The construction

process may encounter geological issues such as rockfalls and

large deformation of soft rock. Furthermore, the mountainous

terrain is characterized by substantial undulations, and the burial

depth of the tunnel varies significantly, resulting in a complicated

geostress environment for the tunnel. Therefore, it is essential to

factor in the influence of geostress factors when devising the

tunnel’s design and construction plan.
3.2 FDEM calculation model of
tunnel excavation

A high-speed railway tunnel model with a design speed of

350km/h and a buried depth of 200m in the IV-level surrounding

rock is established, as shown in Figure 5. The model size is

135m×160m (width × height), in which the tunnel span is 14.7m

and the tunnel section height is 12.23m. The distance between

tunnel and model boundary is 5 times the span of tunnel, which is

sufficient to eliminate the influence of boundary conditions on

model excavation. To reduce the scale of the model and accelerate

numerical calculation, the stress boundary was applied on the top

surface of the model, making the equivalent buried depth of the

tunnel equal to 200m. At the same time, the side of the model is set
frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 3

Failure mode of joint element. (A) Tensile failure. (B) Shear failure. (C) Tensile-shear mixed failure.
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as the normal displacement constraint boundary, and the bottom

surface is set as the full constraint boundary. Tunnel excavation is

simplified to the excavation of the whole section at one time. In

order to improve the accuracy of the calculation results, mesh

refinement was carried out around the excavation section of the

tunnel. The mesh size h around the tunnel was set at 0.25m, and h

gradually increased to 2.5m from the refinement area to the

boundary. Surrounding rock and tunnel were divided by

Delaunay triangle with 24,452 nodes and 49,494 elements.
3.3 Mechanical parameters

This study primarily focuses on the IV-level surrounding rock.

According to the relevant engineering practice, the rock mass is

assumed to be a continuous uniform medium. To ensure the

research results are widely applicable, this paper refers to the

value range of mechanical parameters of surrounding rock

provided by Code for Design of Railway Tunnel (TB10003-2016),

and utilizes the lower one-third of the value range. Specific

mechanical parameters are shown in Table 1.
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3.4 Parameter calibration

Before using FDEM to simulate tunnel excavation, it is

necessary to calibrate the calculation parameters. Previous studies

pointed out that parameter calibration can be conducted by

comparing the results of numerical simulation with those of

laboratory uniaxial compression and Brazilian splitting test

(Tatone and Grasselli, 2015). When the failure mode, strength

value, elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio and stress-strain curve

obtained by simulation are consistent with those obtained by

laboratory test or the deviation is within a certain range, It is

deemed that this set of input parameters used in the simulation is

reasonable. At the same time, this also implies that the final

parameter calibration results are not unique, allowing the relevant

parameters to have a range of adjustment, within which the

simulation results and laboratory results can be well consistent.

The calculation parameters of FDEM can be divided into four

categories: (1) calculation control parameters, such as calculation time

step Dt; (2) triangle element parameters, including elastic modulus E,

Poisson’s ratio n , material density r; (3) Parameters of quadrilateral

joint elements, including cohesive force c, internal friction angle j,
A B

FIGURE 5

FDEM model. (A) Tunnel section. (B) Schematic diagram of the model.
FIGURE 4

Geological profile.
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tensile strength ft , Mode I fracture energy GI and Mode II fracture

energy GII; (4) Contact parameters of triangular element, including

normal contact penalty Pn, tangential contact penalty Pt and fracture

penalty Pf . Among these parameters, the macroscopic parameters

(such as elastic modulus E, Poisson’s ratio n , density r, cohesive force c,
internal friction angle j, and tensile strength ft) directly utilize values

obtained from laboratory tests (Liu et al., 2019; Deng et al., 2022). The

contact parameters define the contact stiffness between finite elements

and control the limit distance of embeddedness and slip between

elements. By setting a high penalty value, the tip deformation of joint

elements and relative displacement between contact pairs can be

effectively reduced, thereby improving the calculation accuracy.

However, to ensure calculation stability, a small-time step should be

selected, which will increase the computational workload dramatically.

It has been founded that when Pn and Pt are set to 1 times the elastic

modulus, and Pf is set to 100 times the elastic modulus, a good balance

between calculation accuracy and cost can be achieved, and the

simulation results can be ideally obtained (Yan et al., 2021; Wang

et al., 2022). Based on the above parameters, the values of fracture

energy GI and GII are adjusted constantly, and the simulation results

are compared with the laboratory and theoretical results. Finally, the

input parameters of the tunnel model are determined as shown in

Table 2. The numerical model is calculated usingMultiFracS, which is a

FDEM software developed by Chengzeng Yan (Yan et al., 2021).
4 Failure process of tunnel
after excavation

4.1 Failure process of tunnel after
excavation under gravity stress field

4.1.1 Distribution of maximum principal stress
After the excavation of the tunnel, the maximum principal stress

of surrounding rock is approximately symmetrical, and the
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 06
maximum value appears at the vault, inflected arch and side wall.

Figure 6A illustrates the distribution of the maximum principal stress

of the model after geostress equilibrium. As a whole, the tunnel model

is under pressure, and the maximum principal stress is approximately

linear along the depth direction. After tunnel excavation, the

surrounding rock is affected by excavation unloading effect, and the

value of the maximum principal stress around the excavated section

is greatly reduced, as shown in Figure 6B. The far end of the excavated

section is less affected, and the maximum principal stress does not

change. With the continuous action of the excavation disturbance,

the stress disturbance area radiates annular from the excavation

section. And the stress above and below the tunnel excavation

section is symmetrical, as is the stress on the left and right sides, as

shown in Figure 6C. At the 20,000th time step after tunnel

excavation, the surrounding rock reaches the strength limit, and a

crack germinates from the arch foot of the tunnel section. Meanwhile,

the crack propagation in turn affects the distribution of the maximum

principal stress, resulting in the stress concentration near the crack

tip. The stress concentration phenomenon will induce the crack to

continue to develop, so that the crack continues to expand to the deep

of the rock mass (Figure 6D), and the location of the maximum

principal stress concentration also moves to the deep of the rock mass

simultaneously. Finally, the model is calculated to be convergent,

cracks fully develop and expand, large deformation occurs on both

sides of the spandrel, collapse happens at the vault, slight uplift occurs

in the inflected arch, and tension areas are formed in the vault and

inflected arch (Figure 6E). At this time, the maximum principal stress

distribution tends to be stable, and the maximum principal stress is

still symmetrically distributed about the center line of tunnel with the

phenomenon of stress concentration.

4.1.2 Analysis of deformation process of
surrounding rock after excavation

After excavation, the stress of rock mass in the tunnel is

released, and the radial compressive stress provided by the rock
TABLE 2 Calculation parameters of the tunnel model.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Density (kg/m³) 2,100 Mode I fracture energy (J/m2) 325

Elastic modulus (GPa) 2.87 Mode II fracture energy (J/m2) 1,250

Poisson’s ratio 0.317 Fracture penalty (GPa) 287

Internal friction angle (°) 31 Normal contact penalty (GPa) 2.87

Cohesive force (MPa) 0.367 Tangential contact penalty (GPa/m) 2.87

Tensile strength (MPa) 0.4 Time step size (s) 2×10−6
TABLE 1 Values of mechanical parameters of surrounding rock.

Level of surrounding rock
Volumetric
weight
(kN/m³)

Elastic
Modulus
(GPa)

Poisson
ratio

Internal friction angle
(°)

Cohesive
force
(MPa)

Code IV 20~23 1.3~6 0.3~0.35 27~39 0.2~0.7

Model IV 21.00 2.87 0.317 31.00 0.367
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mass in the cavern disappears, resulting in the surrounding rock to

transition from a state of two-direction compressive stress to

unidirectional compressive stress. And the stress borne by the

rock mass in the cavern is transferred to the surrounding rock,

causing the increase of tangential stress in the surrounding rock. In

essence, tunnel excavation is a process in which tangential pressure

of surrounding rock increases and radial pressure decreases. The

surrounding rock breaks when the tangential stress exceeds the

compressive strength corresponding to the radial stress. During the
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 07
failure process after excavation, cracks and spalling occur on both

sides of the side wall first, the fracture zone develops along the radial

direction, and cracks extend and develop on both sides of the cavern

(Figure 7A). Subsequently, the cracks continued to grow at the

spandrel and intersected at the vault, resulting in settlement

deformation of the vault with significant collapse (Figure 7B).

Eventually, the surrounding rock breaks and expands, and the

rock mass moves toward the center of the cavern, causing the

deformation of the tunnel section and the reduction of the area.
D

A B

E

C

FIGURE 6

Nephogram of maximum principal stress of tunnel after excavation under gravity stress field. (A) Geostress equilibrium. (B) 10,000 time steps.
(C) 20,000 time steps. (D) 110,000 time steps. (E) 300,000 time steps.
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4.1.3 Analysis of crack propagation process in
surrounding rock

When the tunnel face was excavated, stress concentration occurred

at the arch foot of the tunnel, and the crack was first generated at this

position (Figure 8A). With the advance of tunnel excavation time, the

stress concentration near both sides of the side wall intensifies, and

the crack continues to expand to the deeper rock mass until the

concentrated stress at the crack tip reaches the ultimate equilibrium

state. As the whole surrounding rock is in a state of compression, the

vertical geostress is much greater than the horizontal geostress, which

makes the cracks mainly expand at the side wall, and the cracks are

mainly tensile-shear mixed crack (Figure 9), showing a conjugate cross

distribution (Figure 8B). After the shear crack has fully extended, the

rock mass on both sides of the side wall gradually loosens and falls off,

converging and deforming into the cavern. The broken rock blocks

extrude each other, causing them to overturn into the cavern. This

results in a decrease in stress in the fracture zone, forming a local tensile

stress zone. Subsequently, cracks on both sides of the side wall
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 08
gradually extended to the vault and intersected, causing the vault to

collapse (Figure 8C). After tunnel excavation, the failure zone is mainly

distributed in the spandrel, taking on an inverted V shape. Tensile

cracks are the primary cracks in the shallow part of the surrounding

rock, while shear cracks are the primary cracks in the deep. The

conjugate shear angle gradually decreases and annihilates in the

deep part.

4.1.4 Comparison of simulation results of FDEM
and finite element method

The finite element model with the same mechanical parameters

and geometric dimensions as the FDEM model is established to

analyze the tunnel stability, in which the surrounding rock adopts

the Mohr-Coulomb constitutive model. The plastic zone

distribution after tunnel excavation was calculated, and the

specific simulation results are presented in Figure 10. By

comparing the plastic zone and fracture zone calculated by both

methods, it can be observed that the failure location and degree are
A B

FIGURE 7

Deformation process of surrounding rock after excavation. (A) Radial convergent deformation of both side walls. (B) Large spandrel deformation and
vault collapse.
A B

C

FIGURE 8

Crack propagation process of surrounding rock after excavation under gravity stress field. (A) 30,000 time steps. (B) 90,000 time steps. (C) 300,000
time steps.
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essentially identical, and the contours of the failure area are in good

agreement. This verifies the validity and rationality of FDEM for

tunnel stability analysis. Moreover, FDEM successfully simulates

the gradual transformation process of the surrounding rock from

continuous to discontinuous under the influence of excavation

unloading effect. It also reproduces the process of crack

germination, propagation, and collapse in the process of tunnel

surrounding rock failure after excavation, which is more consistent

with the failure mode of tunnel surrounding rock as a discontinuous

medium. The simulation results are more realistic, intuitive, and

consistent with actual tunnel excavation failure mode.
4.2 Failure process of tunnel after
excavation under geostress field

4.2.1 Simulation scheme for geostress research
The model of a high-speed railway tunnel with a design speed of

350km/h in IV-level surrounding rock is utilized. The ratio of the
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uniaxial saturated compressive strength (Rc) of the rock to the

maximum initial geostress (smax) in the vertical axis direction is

used to reflect the initial geostress state, in accordance with the

evaluation standard of the initial geostress state in the Code for

Design of Railway Tunnel (TB10003-2016). Other calculation

parameters are held constant, and the Rc=smax value is varied to

1.5, 3, 4.5, 6, 7.5, and 9, resulting in a total of six working conditions.

This is used to simulate three stress states: general stress, high stress,

and very high stress.

Based on the engineering geological conditions of the Wufeng

Tunnel, Silurian shale has been chosen as the representative rock

for the tunnel surrounding rock. The uniaxial saturated

compressive strength of the shale has been determined to be

18MPa based on engineering data and serves as the benchmark

for calculations. And then the simulated working conditions

under various initial geostress are confirmed (Table 3). Since the

deep buried tunnel is mainly affected by geostress, gravity is not

considered in the model. The application method of initial

geostress is shown in Figure 11.
FIGURE 9

Variation of the number of cracks in surrounding rock after tunnel excavation under gravity stress field.
A B

FIGURE 10

Comparison of simulation results of two methods. (A) Plastic zone calculated by finite element method. (B) Fracture zone calculated by FDEM.
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4.2.2 Distribution of maximum principal stress
Three different conditions of geostress were chosen for analysis:

general Rc=smax = 9, high Rc=smax = 6, and very high Rc=smax = 3.

The simulation results are presented in Figure 12. When the

geostress is low (Figure 12A), the tunnel’s surrounding rock can

maintain a stable state following excavation, and the tension area is

limited to within 2 meters near the tunnel section. Meanwhile, the

excavation’s disturbance does not propagate deep into the

surrounding rock, resulting in a small stress disturbance area.

When Rc=smax = 6 (Figure 12B), the surrounding rock collapses,

causing the tunnel’s critical stable section to shift deeper. The

distribution range of the tension zone increases to twice the

tunnel diameter, and the stress disturbance zone caused by

excavation forms an obvious evenly-distributed ring. When the

geostress reaches a very high state (Rc=smax = 3, Figure 12C), the

collapse range of the surrounding rock is further expanded, and

the distribution range of the tension zone extends to three times the

diameter of the tunnel. The stress disturbance caused by excavation

also spreads to the boundary of the model. In conclusion, under a

geostress field with a lateral pressure coefficient of 1, the stress value

of the surrounding rock near the excavation section will sharply

drop after excavation. The tension zone will appear near the

excavation section, and the stress disturbance zone will be

distributed annularly around the contour surface of the cavern.

Then the surrounding rock stress gradually transition from tensile

stress in shallow part to the original stress in deep part of tunnel

face. Compared with the simulation results of gravity stress field, the

maximum principal stress distribution in geostress field does not

exhibit an obvious stress concentration phenomenon.

4.2.3 Analysis of deformation process of
surrounding rock under geostress field

The working condition with high geostress (Rc=smax = 6) was

selected for analysis, and the simulation results are presented in

Figure 13. Following tunnel excavation, failure occurred around the

tunnel face, and the overall failure form was circular. Initially,

cracking and loosening occurred in the vault, side wall and

inflected arch, and the fracture area gradually developed to the

depth of surrounding rock (Figure 13A). The volume of rock block

produced by shear crack cutting in deep surrounding rock increases

gradually. Additionally, the deep crushed rock compresses the

shallow rock, making the shallow rock turn over to the cavern

(Figure 13B). The large overturning movement of rock blocks and

the contact non-occlusion between the blocks make the surrounding

rock produce the large deformation of crushing expansion in meter

scale. Compared to the failure mode under the gravity stress field, the

failure of the surrounding rock under the geostress field is influenced

by both horizontal and vertical compressive stresses. There was
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significant uplift in the inflected arch and extensive collapse in the

vault. Moreover, the failure zone of the surrounding rock exhibits no

apparent directional preference. These observations suggest that the

horizontal geostress plays a critical role in determining both the

failure mode and the extent of surrounding rock.

4.2.4 Crack propagation process of surrounding
rock after excavation under geostress field

High geostress (Rc=smax = 6) is selected for analysis. The

simulation results demonstrate that the cracks produced due to

tunnel excavation are primarily tensile-shear mixed crack,

followed by shear cracks and a small proportion of tensile

cracks. The overall distribution pattern of cracks appears to be

annular and conjugate, with a higher density of cracks observed

near the excavation section and a lower density in the deep

surrounding rock. After the tunnel excavation, cracks appear in

the shallow part of the surrounding rock due to the action of both

vertical and horizontal geostress. These cracks are mainly tensile-

shear mixed crack (Figure 14A). Subsequently, the cracks

progressively extend to the depth of surrounding rock, with the

maximum propagation depth being 30.4 m, approximately twice

the tunnel’s equivalent diameter. The cracks observed in the

deeper surrounding rock are mainly shear cracks, exhibiting a

distinct conjugate distribution pattern (Figure 14B). Eventually,

the shear angle of the crack decreases gradually and becomes

annihilated along the depth direction, which leads to the cessation

of failure of the surrounding rock.
TABLE 3 Simulation scheme of initial geostress (lateral pressure coefficient=1, sx = sy).

Geostress state Very high stress High stress General stress

Rc/smax 1.5 3 4.5 6 7.5 9

sx、sy/MPa 12 8 6 4.8 4 2
FIGURE 11

Schematic diagram of initial geostress field of tunnel.
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4.2.5 Comparison of tunnel failure conditions
after excavation under different geostress fields

Figure 15 illustrates the failure of the surrounding rock after

excavation under six different geostress conditions. It is observed
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that only at a geostress of 2 MPa, the surrounding rock can

maintain the stability. Under all other conditions, the tunnel

experiences deformations at the meter-level after excavation, and

large deformations occur under very high geostress conditions. This
A B

C

FIGURE 12

Maximum principal stress distribution of the tunnel after excavation under different geostress fields. (A) Rc / smax = 9. (B) Rc / smax = 6. (C) Rc / smax = 3.
A B

FIGURE 13

Displacement nephogram of surrounding rock under high geostress. (A) Surrounding rock begins to break. (B) Inflected arch uplift and vault
collapse.
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emphasizes the critical role of the stress state of the tunnel in

maintaining the stability of the surrounding rock. When the

geostress is 2 MPa (Figure 15A), the displacement of the

surrounding rock after excavation is limited to the millimeter

level, indicating robust tunnel stability. It is noteworthy that the

maximum displacement of the surrounding rock is concentrated at

the vault and inflected arch, whereas the maximum displacement of

the tunnel after excavation under the gravity stress field is generated

in both sides of the side wall. This is due to the presence of

horizontal geostress that alter the stress state of the cavern.

Therefore, when the tunnel is located in an engineering rock

mass with a significant geostress field, special attention should be

paid to the stress on the vault and inflected arch during the design

and construction process. As the geostress increases to 4 MPa

(Figure 15B), the surrounding rock begins to collapse in the shallow

section, with the failure area distributed evenly around the cavern

contour, and the maximum failure depth reaching 7.4 m. When the

geostress gradually increases to 4.8MPa and 6MPa (high geostress),

the failure zone begins to propagate to the depth of the surrounding

rock. The deep broken rock began to extrude the shallow rock,

forcing the shallow rock to overturn to the cavern. The maximum

depth of the corresponding failure zone reaches 16m and 25m

respectively (Figures 15C, D). Under very high geostress

(Figures 15E, F), the failure zone of surrounding rock further

radiates outward, and the maximum depth of the failure zone

under 8MPa and 12MPa conditions reaches 31 meters and 42

meters respectively. Meanwhile, the surrounding rock at the

excavated section is more broken, and loose and collapsed rock

blocks jam the entire tunnel face.

In general, the IV-level surrounding rock can maintain a certain

stability after excavation under general geostress conditions.

However, as geostress increases, a failure zone appears around the

excavation section and gradually develops deeper into the

surrounding rock. At very high geostress conditions, the failure

zone can extend more than three times of the tunnel diameter. At

this point, the rock generated from collapse completely blocks the

cavern, resulting in the overall collapse and destabilization of

the tunnel.
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5 Influence law of geostress
on surrounding rock pressure
design value

The determination of surrounding rock pressure is a

fundamental problem in tunnel engineering. The calculation

theory for this problem has gone through three stages: classical

pressure theory, loose media pressure theory, and elastic-plastic

pressure theory. Despite numerous achievements made by scholars

in this field, the calculation method for surrounding rock pressure

still has limitations due to the complexity and randomness of rock

mass properties, geostress, boundary conditions, and construction

methods. When using the traditional safety factor method for

design, only the most unfavorable situation of surrounding rock

pressure needs to be found (Xiao, 2020). Therefore, this paper

proposes using the design value of surrounding rock pressure as the

design support force to solve the problem that the actual

surrounding rock pressure is difficult to determine. Additionally,

this paper analyzes the impact of geostress on the design value of

surrounding rock pressure.
5.1 Calculation method of surrounding
rock pressure design value

5.1.1 Calculation principle
Based on the strength reduction method, the FDEM is utilized

to determine the required minimum supporting force for

maintaining the equilibrium of the failure zone of the

surrounding rock at the tunnel vault. Then 1.4 times of the

minimum supporting force is taken as the design value of

surrounding rock pressure. Figure 16 shows the schematic

diagram of the calculation principle of the design value of

surrounding rock pressure. The specific steps are as follows:

(1) A numerical model of FDEM is established. Considering the

weakening effect of groundwater, joint surface and other factors on

the strength of surrounding rock, the strength of mechanical
A B

FIGURE 14

Crack distribution of surrounding rock under high geostress. (A) 12,000 time steps. (B) 36,000 time steps.
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parameter of surrounding rock is reduced, and the reduction

coefficient is generally 1.15 (Xiao, 2020). After the tunnel

excavation, the model is calculated to converge, and the crack

zone and fa i lure zone of the surrounding rock are

computed separately.

(2) The gravity of surrounding rock failure zone within the span

of the cavern is calculated, and it is equivalent to the uniform load

q0 along the span direction.

(3) Following the tunnel model described in (1) an excavation

simulation is again conducted. Normal supporting force of initial

value q0 is applied to the tunnel section, and the supporting force is

gradually adjusted until there is no failure zone around the section.

The supporting force is recorded at this point as the minimum

supporting force qmin. Then, the horizontal load is calculated by

multiplying the vertical load qmin with the lateral pressure coefficient.
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(4) The design value q of the surrounding rock pressure is

determined by multiplying the minimum supporting force with the

safety factor k. k is usually greater than 1.4 and can be adjusted

based on factors such as the importance of the engineering project

and the degree of deformation control required.

In the above steps, the failure zone is identified based on

displacement. When the displacement of the surrounding rock

near the excavation section reaches a specific value, it is

considered locally unstable and the failure zone is formed. The

displacement criterion refers to the allowable relative

convergence value around the cavern (Table 4) in the

Technical Code for Engineering of Ground Anchorages and

Shotcrete Support (GB50086-2015). The relative convergence

value around the cavern represents the ratio of the measured

displacement between two measuring points and the distance
D

A B

E F

C

FIGURE 15

Failure of the tunnel after excavation under different geostress fields. (A) 2MPa. (B) 4MPa. (C) 4.8MPa. (D) 6MPa. (E) 8MPa. (F) 12MPa.
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between them, or the ratio of the measured displacement of the

vault and the span of the tunnel.

5.1.2 Calculation of surrounding rock pressure
design value

Taking a high-speed railway tunnel with a burial depth of 200m

and a design speed of 350km/h in the IV-level surrounding rock as

an example, the design value of surrounding rock pressure is

calculated. After the tunnel excavation, the equivalent uniform

load of gravity of the failure zone in the tunnel vault is calculated

as 16kPa. Subsequently, excavation simulation is conducted again,

followed by the application of supporting force, and the model is

calculated until it converges. Finally, the supporting force is

gradually adjusted until the surrounding rock no longer produces

a failure zone after excavation.

The simulation results under different supporting forces are

shown in Figure 17. When the supporting force is 16kPa

(Figure 17A), the simulation results show that when the

supporting force is small, the cracks will intersect at the tunnel

vault, and the side walls on both sides will converge and deform

towards the cavern. The surrounding rock around the cavern will

collapse, and the excavation disturbance area will be large. With

25kPa supporting force applied (Figure 17B), the excavation

disturbance area decreases significantly. Although cracks still

appear at the vault and intersect at the right spandrel, no rock

falls off from the rock mass. When the supporting force increases to
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54kPa (Figure 17C), the excavation disturbance area is concentrated

in a smaller region around the cavern. The cracks in the

surrounding rock decreased obviously and mainly concentrated

on both sides of the side wall. The cracks do not intersect at the

vault, which remains stable, and no rock spalling occurs on both

sides of the side wall. The relative convergence value of the tunnel is

0.99%, and the tunnel remains stable. Subsequently, the supporting

force continues to increase, but the relative convergence value of the

tunnel remains stable at about 1% (Figure 18), meeting the

requirements of surrounding rock stability. Therefore, 54kPa is

the minimum supporting force required for the high-speed

railway tunnel.

5.1.3 Validity verification of calculation results
When the buried depth of the tunnel is no less than 10 ~ 15

times of the tunnel diameter, the formula for calculating the

surrounding rock pressure is as follows for surrounding rock

that conforms to the Mohr-Coulomb yielding criteria

(Cai, 2002).

Vertical uniform load:

q = ag (Rpd − a) (10)

Horizontal uniform load:

e = blq (11)
FIGURE 16

Schematic diagram of calculation principle of surrounding rock pressure design value.
TABLE 4 The allowable relative convergence value around the cavern.

Level of
surrounding rock

The burial depth of the tunnel (m)

<50 50~300 300~500

III 0.10%~0.30% 0.20%~0.50% 0.40%~1.20%

IV 0.15%~0.50% 0.40%~1.20% 0.80%~2.00%

V 0.20%~0.80% 0.60%~1.60% 1.00%~3.00%
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Rpd = R0
½p0(1 + l) + 2c cotj�(1 − sinj)

2Pi + 2c cotj

� �1−sin j
2 sinj

� 1 +
p0(1 − l)(1 − sinj) cos 2q
½p0(1 + l) + 2c cotj� sinj

� �
(12)

where, g is the volumetric weight of surrounding rock; l is the

lateral pressure coefficient of surrounding rock; a and b are the

adjustment coefficients of surrounding rock pressure at the arch and

side of the tunnel respectively; and Rpd is the radius of the tunnel

plastic zone at 45° when the supporting force Pi =0. p0, c, and j
represent the initial stress, cohesive force, and internal friction angle

of the surrounding rock respectively. q is the included angle with

the horizontal axis of the tunnel; R0 is the radius of tunnel. If the

section is not circular, the radius of the outer circle of the tunnel

section is taken. a is the distance from the center of the outer circle

of the tunnel section to the tunnel excavation face in the direction

of 45°.

When applying the aforementioned theoretical formula to

resolve the surrounding rock pressure, the outer circle of tunnel

section should be taken as the equivalent circular tunnel first.

Subsequently, the theoretical solution for the plastic zone of the

equivalent circular tunnel is computed, along with the

determination of the depth of the plastic zone in the 45°

direction. The gravitational force exerted by the surrounding rock

within this depth range serves as the fundamental value of the

surrounding rock pressure at the top of the tunnel. Ultimately, the

approximate value of the surrounding rock pressure is obtained by

multiplying the fundamental value by the adjustment coefficient.

The relevant parameters of the tunnel model in Section 5.1.2 are

applied to equations (10) and (12), resulting in the calculation of a

surrounding rock pressure of 62 kPa at the top of the tunnel.
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Although slightly higher than the minimum supporting force

determined by the FDEM method in Section 5.1.2, the two values

are close. The differences in the calculation results between the two

methods are primarily attributed to the parameter related to the

importance of the tunnel, which is the adjustment coefficient in the

theoretical formula, as well as the allowable relative convergence

value around the cavern in the FDEM-based calculation method.

When the allowable relative convergence value is set to 0.75%, the

calculation results from both methods can be equal (Figure 18).

Therefore, it is important to select an appropriate allowable relative

convergence value based on the significance of the tunnel. This

finding further validates the accuracy of the FDEM-based

calculation method for determining the design value of

surrounding rock pressure. Moreover, it should be noted that the

theoretical formula can solely provide the surrounding rock pressure

for a circular tunnel in a homogeneous stratum, whereas the FDEM-

based approach allows for the determination of the design value of

surrounding rock pressure under complex section and surrounding

rock conditions.
5.2 Analysis of the design value of
surrounding rock pressure under
varied geostress

5.2.1 Calculation of design value of surrounding
rock pressure under varied geostress

The calculation method, based on FDEM as proposed in Section

5.1, was utilized for the calculations. Table 5 presents the calculation

results for the design values of surrounding rock pressure of the

high-speed railway tunnel with a design speed of 350km/h in the
A B

C

FIGURE 17

Deformation of cavern with different supporting forces. (A) 16kPa. (B) 25kPa. (C) 54kPa.
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IV-level surrounding rock, considering various geostress. It should

be noted that the safety factor “k” in the table is maintained at 1.4.

5.2.2 Analysis of calculation results of design
values of surrounding rock pressure under
varied geostress

Based on the calculation results of the design value of

surrounding rock pressure, it is evident that engineering support

measures need to be implemented in all five working conditions,

except when the geostress is 2MPa, in order to meet the design

requirements. As depicted in Figure 19, it can be observed that the

equivalent uniform load, the minimum supporting force, and the

design value of surrounding rock pressure exhibit a significant

increase with the augmentation of geostress. Specifically, when the

geostress varies from 2MPa to 12MPa, the corresponding

equivalent uniform load ranges from 18KPa to 275KPa, the

minimum supporting force escalates from 35KPa to 920KPa, and
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the design value of surrounding rock pressure rises from 49KPa to

1288KPa. The curve that represents the design value of the

surrounding rock pressure in response to geostress approximately

conforms to the quadratic function relation. By fitting the formula,

the equation q = 14:0637s 2 − 68:5260s + 85:8181 is derived.

Notably, all three indicators steadily increase in the general and

high geostress stages but sharply increase in the very high geostress

stage. Moreover, the curve that illustrates the design value of the

surrounding rock pressure shows obvious nonlinearity. This is

because under extreme geostress conditions, the tunnel’s

surrounding rock generally approaches the limit state. This results

in a severe stress-release phenomenon after tunnel excavation,

leading to a broad distribution of surrounding rock failure areas.

To control the destabilization and collapse of the large-scale failure

area, significant supporting force is necessary.

Additionally, it should be noted that there is an approximate

linear relationship between the minimum supporting force and the
TABLE 5 Calculation results of design values of surrounding rock pressure under various geostress.

Geostress
sx、sy (MPa) Equivalent uniform load (kPa) Minimum supporting force(kPa) Design value of surrounding

rock pressure (kPa)

2 0 0 0

4 18 35 49

4.8 37 65 91

6 56 110 154

8 113 320 448

12 275 920 1,288
FIGURE 18

Variation curve of relative convergence value of tunnel under different supporting forces.
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equivalent uniform load (Figure 20), and the corresponding fitting

formula is q = 3:1473q0 − 12:5888. This supporting force can restrict

the deformation of the surrounding rock of the tunnel after

excavation to a small scale and ensure the integrity of the tunnel

section. This calculation result also proves the correctness and

reasonableness of computing the design value of the surrounding

rock pressure based on the equivalent uniform load of the

surrounding rock gravity in the failure zone within the cavern span.
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In summary, geostress directly affects the design value of the

surrounding rock pressure of tunnels, particularly under very high

geostress. An obvious correlation exists between the minimum

supporting force and the equivalent uniform load of the

surrounding rock gravity in the failure zone within the cavern

span, so the uniform load can be used as the reference value to

calculate and verify the final design value of surrounding

rock pressure.
FIGURE 19

The variation curves of equivalent uniform load, minimum supporting force, and design values of surrounding rock pressure under different geostress.
FIGURE 20

The variation curve of design value of surrounding rock pressure with respect to equivalent uniform load.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, FDEM is utilized to simulate the failure process of

a tunnel after excavation under gravity stress field and geostress

field. A method for determining the design value of surrounding

rock pressure based on FDEM is proposed by introducing the

tunnel displacement criterion. This method is then applied to

investigate the influence of geostress on the surrounding rock

pressure. The main conclusions of this study are as follows:

(1) For calibrating the calculation parameters of FDEM, the

following approach is proposed: The macro parameters in FDEM

can be acquired directly from laboratory tests. Contact penalty Pn
and Pt are set as one times the elastic modulus, while fracture

penalty Pf is set as 100 times the elastic modulus. Subsequently, the

fracture energy GI and GII are adjusted iteratively until the

reasonable calibration result is obtained. This method ensures

the rationality of the calibration parameters while significantly

expediting the calibration process.

(2) The failure zone and crack zone of the surrounding rock

following tunnel excavation under the gravity stress field are mainly

distributed in the spandrel and vault. In the geostress field, the

failure zone and crack zone of the surrounding rock are distributed

in a ring along the tunnel section. In both scenarios, the

predominant type of cracks observed is tensile-shear mixed

cracks, with shear cracks primarily concentrated at the far end of

the section, while tensile cracks are mainly observed in the

shallower portion of the section.

(3) A calculation method for determining the design value of

surrounding rock pressure based on FDEM is proposed. This method

incorporates a displacement criterion to identify the failure zone,

followed by an assessment of the stability of the surrounding rock.

The reasonableness of this FDEM-based calculation method is

verified by comparing its results with those obtained from the

theoretical formula for surrounding rock pressure.

(4) Geostress directly impacts the design value of surrounding

rock pressure. These two variables follow a quadratic function

relationship, namely q = 14:0637s2 − 68:5260s + 85:8181. The

design value of surrounding rock pressure and the equivalent

uniform load of the surrounding rock gravity of the failure zone

within the cavern span exhibit a linear relationship, specifically, q =

3:1473q0 − 12:5888. The equivalent uniform load can serve as a

reference value for calculating and verifying the results of the design

value of surrounding rock pressure.
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